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The importance of mothers – to individuals, to society and to the future of humanity – is generally acknowledged; to begin with, as feminist writer Adrienne
Rich famously pointed out, being born of woman is “the one unifying, incontrovertible experience shared by all” (Of Woman Born 1977). This book of brief essays
honours the perception of motherhood as important, and was conceived with
the intention of investigating the influence of mothers on their offspring with
specific reference to later development as writers. Editor Dale Salwak, professor
of English Literature at Citrus Community College in California, invited the authors to write about the “profound and frequently perplexing bond between
writer and mother”, in the hope of elucidating links between childhood experience and the growth of literary talent and, perhaps, genius (vii).
The book is divided into two sections. Part One contains nine biographical
essays on dead writers, ranging from Shakespeare to Louisa M. Alcott, and covers
poets Walt Whitman, Sylvia Plath, Philip Larkin and Robert Lowell, as well as
playwright Samuel Beckett, novelist William Golding and the Victorian polymath John Ruskin. Part Two offers thirteen autobiographical pieces from a varied range of writers, including British novelists Ian McEwan and Martin Amis,
ex-Poet Laureate Andrew Motion and American poets Rita Dove and Rachel Hadas. The essays are variable in form - they include psychiatrist Anthony Daniels’

psychological analysis of the tortuous relationship between Ruskin and his
mother Margaret, childhood reminiscences from many of the modern novelists,
and poetic tributes from poets Anthony Thwaite and Rita Dove. The voice of the
mother herself appears frequently throughout, appearing in often-quoted correspondence, and dominates the final essay, ‘Her Programme’, in which novelist
and travel writer Tim Parks describes his mother’s funeral through the medium
of her own detailed directive.
The content of the essays ranges from the very personal, and often both
revealing and poignant, memoir to the more academic (and sometimes unsubstantiated) assessment of the maternal-filial relationship. Hugh Richmond’s speculative assertion that Shakespeare’s marriage to a woman eight years his elder indicates an “acceptance of female superiority”, for example, is based on the
longevity of Mary Arden (who lived to be nearly seventy), a slight evidential basis
in light of their almost-unknown maternal interaction (4). The close and supportive relationship between Alcott and her long-suffering mother Abba is, by
contrast, widely-documented, and Gardner McFall provides revealing quotations
from Alcott’s journals and letters in her reiteration of the symbiotic devotion of
this mother-daughter dyad. Abba’s talismanic gifts of pencil cases, fountain pens
and a writing-desk, alongside ensuring that her daughter had a “little room” of
her own in which to write, clearly fostered Louisa’s emerging literary talent that
was to become an expression of the unrealised ambitions of the mother through
the work of her highly-acclaimed daughter (26). Plath’s mother Aurelia was similarly dedicated, but her subjective selection of letters for inclusion in the published collection of Sylvia’s letters home, while acknowledging the literary and
emotional bond between mother and daughter, omits the burdensome obligation imposed on the poet by Aurelia’s “abnormally altruistic” devotion (71). In
therapy Plath described “a smarmy matriarchy of togetherness” that was to prevent her directly expressing aspects of her personality that would elicit maternal
disapproval, and which were only to be revealed in her later poetry (70). These
works, scholar Adrianne Kalfopoulou convincingly argues, represent “acts of selfsalvage” in defiance of Plath’s maternal model of self-sacrificing identity (79).
Philip Pullen’s chapter on Eva Larkin is weighted heavily towards the biographical, perhaps not surprising as Pullen is working to publish a biography of Philip
Larkin’s mother. What is more surprising is that the writer of ‘This Be The Verse’,
containing one of the best-known first lines in modern poetry, was, apparently,
not ‘fucked up’ by his mum, a well-read and bookish woman with whom he enjoyed an affectionately-close relationship until her death, which left him bereft.
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The contrast with Robert Lowell’s mother, described in the following chapter, is
stark: the narcissistic Charlotte “never read anything” and systematically undermined her son (98). Jeffrey Meyers illuminates the link between Charlotte’s volatility, instability and cruel treatment of Lowell that fuelled his poetry; she was a
“monster mum”, creating “festering wounds” in her son that were expressed
through poems such as ‘Unwanted’ (101).
The essays in the autobiographical section of the book are, naturally, personal in tone, and offer generally fond memories of mothers from the perspective of a later-realised awareness of the maternal bond. A unifying aspect emerging here is that the majority of these mothers loved language and reading; dialogue and written correspondence were both important, and for most of them
books were, in Rachel Hadas’ words, “the lingua franca of the household” (172).
Moreover several mothers had literary or artistic tendencies themselves and
fostered creativity in their offspring. One exception is Ian McEwan’s mother,
whose “timorous relationship” with language was rooted in her displacement
within the English class system (115). McEwan’s touching and tender memoir,
‘Mother Tongue’, explores how his cultural dislocation from his mother Rose (a
not-uncommon embourgeoisement process arising from post-war access to
higher education denied to previous generations), while painful, led to gains as
well as losses in honing his relationship with language and thus directly influen cing his writing. In particular, he identifies the impact of second-wave feminism
on his work as arising from his awareness of the constraints in the life of conventional working-class Rose; the creation of powerful female characters in his novels became a means by which, “pen in hand, I was going to set my mother free”
(122). Such lack of opportunity for mothers to fully develop their own creativity
or pursue personal skills features in many of the maternal portraits; from nineteenth-century Abba Alcott to twentieth-century aspirant painter Mrs Updike, 1
the maternal figures are expected (and themselves expect), to “provide the domestic stability and the labour [and] create a stable and pleasant environment” in
which to support their husbands and raise their children, prioritising domestic
maternity over personal aesthetic expression (204-5). Even Elizabeth Jane
Howard, the highly-successful novelist who became ‘My Wicked Stepmother’ to
Martin Amis and his siblings, is the one who “set about making us bacon and
eggs” when her stepsons turn up unannounced at the flat of her lover, Kingsley
1

It is interesting that the given name of this mother (wife of John Updike) is never
mentioned; her son David refers to her as ‘my mother’ or ‘she’ throughout his essay,
‘Mrs Gabbet’s Desk’.
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Amis (182). While Howard, who later became Kingsley’s second wife, certainly
did not revert to obscure domesticity, her stepson’s witty homage reveals that it
was her encouragement, rather than that of his famous father, that was to facilitate his future as a writer; Elizabeth’s tutelage transformed him, within a year,
from a “semi-literate truant and waster” who had failed English A-level and read
only comics and Harold Robbins, into the holder of three A-levels and a scholarship to Oxford (182). She was, he declares, “wicked in the sense of ‘exceptionally
and satisfyingly good” (185).
One of the most powerfully-written and excruciatingly-sad chapters in
this section of the book is Andrew Motion’s tribute to his mother Gillian. Despite
a disastrous experience of prep school, his mother’s love of reading influenced
Motion as they began to share mutual immersion into books, music and poetry,
with her childhood favourites Francis Thompson and Rupert Brooke becoming
equally important to her son. Mother and son became a creative “team of two,
floating in a bubble of art-life”, in contrast to the traditionally-minded father’s
preference for a country life of riding, fishing and hunting (193). Always delicate
and prone to illness, Gillian nevertheless enjoyed riding, and the horrific effects
of a fall from her horse dominate this memoir, both in a practical and philosophical sense. Her head injury left her unconscious for three years, followed by
six years “in limbo”, barely able to speak or move (194). Motion contrasts the preaccident influence of his mother, which steered him towards a love of poetry, to
his post-accident preoccupation with matters of life and death and an awareness
of the random; “the only reliable law of life” that now informs his writing (197-8).
Interesting and informative as many of these essays are, there is a sense of
randomness in this volume which may be attributable to the editorial selection
process. Salwak admits in the Citrus College newsletter that he “used a shotgun
approach” to inviting contributors that was limited to people he was acquainted
with; while it is encouraging to see both distinguished and obscure writers
brought together, this lack of focus has resulted in a somewhat patchy collection
that fails to coherently address the stated aim of elucidating how (or if) early maternal influences are manifested in the later work of a writer. Furthermore, there
appears to have been little editorial oversight of individual chapter content in relation to this objective; so while the discussions of Alcott, McEwan and Amis, for
example, reveal the evident links between early experience and later literary development, other chapters offer meandering descriptions of childhood that fail
to illuminate the writer’s subsequent emergence as an author. There are some
minor niggles; while this is not an academic tome, the lack of a bibliography, at
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the very least for chapters in the first section, could be frustrating for the reader
whose appetite is whetted and wishes to follow up some of the references and
quotations. The Contents page (xi) does not mention the subsequent important
six pages of ‘Notes on Contributors’, and the Preface is listed as appearing on
page xiii, when it actually precedes the Contents on page vii. The Index usefully
lists both authors and titles, but contains an unnecessary reference to footnotes,
which do not exist in this volume.
Writers and Their Mothers does not offer conclusive answers to the question
proposed in the Preface as to what type of mothering yields literary genius or
talent. This fundamental question is arguably too simplistic, although some
common threads, such as dialogue, shared reading and communication through
writing (letters or diaries) can be perceived in these chapters. Nevertheless, and
despite the criticisms above, the book is on the whole an enjoyable read, which
will appeal to those interested in literature and creativity. It should be approached as a series of snapshots; Margaret Drabble says of Samuel Beckett’s relationship with his mother May that “he was what she had made him”, and these
essays certainly demonstrate that mothers matter (49). But for the writers here, as
for humankind in general, they clearly matter in very different ways.
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